Distance Learning Accommodated Exams

In-Person
All in-person meetings

Exam Held In-Person?

Yes

Hybrid
In-person & Online meetings

No

Exam Held In-Person?

Yes

Student to schedule with AEC during available testing hours

No

SJSU Online Exam Proctoring Tools

E-Campus provides tools to assist with the authentication of students who register in an online course. This can include methods such as a secure login and passcodes, or proctoring solutions.

Respondus Lockdown Browser:
Locks down the testing environment (in this case, Canvas). Renders students unable to print, copy, go to another URL, or access other applications.

Equipment Needed:
Computer and internet connection. Compatible with both Mac and Windows.

Faculty extend time through canvas.

Respondus Monitor:
Companion product for Respondus Lockdown Browser that records test sessions through the student’s own computer and webcam.

Equipment Needed:
Respondus Lockdown Browser, computer with webcam and microphone, internet connection.

Faculty extend time through canvas.

Proctor U:
Online proctoring service with live proctor. Only available to courses that are taught completely online. This is verified by the course mode as noted on MySJSU (Modes: 1,2,10). Only for use for high stakes exams, such as Midterms and Final Exams.

Equipment Needed:
Computer with a working webcam, microphone, speakers or headphones and a high-speed internet connection Compatible with Windows and Mac OS 10.5 or higher. Provides a “gradebook” that shows suspicious activity from the recorded test/quiz sessions

Faculty extend time through canvas.

Faculty extend time through canvas.

Proctorio:
Google Chrome extension that allows professors to record students' video, audio, and computer screen during tests and quizzes (including on Canvas). Allows professors to select options such as restricting access to other tabs, screens, printing, recording visits to other websites, etc. Provides a “gradebook” that shows suspicious activity from the recorded test/quiz sessions


Faculty extend time through canvas.